Understanding the complex interactions of nanomaterials at the cellular level is required for proper designing of the nanoparticles for therapeutics. Fluorescent labeling is commonly used to study these interactions. The fluorophores commonly suffer from auto-fluorescence interference from biological tissues, photobleaching, low signal-to-noise ratio, potential damage to DNA and cell death. 1, 2 Though semiconductor quantum dots exhibit tunable size-dependent emission, some of the bare quantum dots possess intrinsic limitations such as toxicity and chemical instability. Therefore, developing nanoparticles of low toxicity with imaging as well as therapeutic properties is a key challenge in nanomedicine. Upconversion phosphors (UCPs), capable of converting near-infrared (NIR) radiation into shorter wavelengths through a multi-photon process, offer an alternative with minimal photo damage and auto-fluorescence due to the noninvasive nature of light. 3 Since upconversion occurs within the host crystal and is therefore less affected by the chemical and biological environments, it allows synthesis of materials without the loss of surface chemical reactivity.
Metal fluorides, oxysulfides and phosphates are the host lattices widely used to study the upconversion process [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] while only a few reports are available on oxide matrices. 10, 11 Among the metal oxide, rare earth oxides, in particular cerium oxide nanoparticles or ceria (CNPs) 12, 13 and europium hydroxide nanorods, 14, 15 have been shown to be biocompatible. Beside biocompatibility CNPs are also reported to exhibit unique regenerative antioxidant properties. [16] [17] [18] (20%) and Er 3+ (2%), to maintain the pH above 10. The resultant upconversion nano cerium oxide (referred as UNC, hereafter) precipitate was washed, annealed at 900 1C for 2 h and filtered through 100 nm membrane filter. 19 A similar procedure was used to synthesize CeO 2 : 20%Yb,2%Ho and CeO 2 : 20Yb%,0.5%Tm. To evaluate the size and morphology high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) studies were carried out with FEI Tecnai F30. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed with monochromatized CuKa radiation.
UNCs have a primary particle size of about 20 nm along (see supporting information, Fig. 1Sw ) with a few particles in the size range of 40 nm due to the interfusion to form larger agglomerated particles. The presence of Yb and Er in cerium matrix was confirmed using Energy Dispersive X-ray analysis in TEM (see supporting information, Fig. 2Sw ). 20 UNC powders when excited by 975 nm light from the diode laser could be easily seen to emit red light (Fig. 1b inset) . In earlier studies using fluoride hosts, the decay dynamics indicate a fluorescent lifetime of about 3 ms compared to 10.6 ms for UNC (Fig. 1c) . 21 The very short emission time observed in the present work indicates the presence of significant fluorescence quenching. Since oxide matrices have higher phonon energy than the fluorides this strong quenching is not surprising. In spite of quenching, the upconversion emission intensity is sufficient to utilize the water dispersible UNCs as potential biomarkers (Fig. 1d-g ). Thus, the emission color can be tuned from red, green or blue by varying the co-dopant from Er 3+ , Ho 3+ and Tm 3+ , respectively.
As mentioned earlier, CNPs can scavenge free radicals and mimic enzymatic antioxidants such as superoxide dismutase and catalase. 17, 18 We followed catalase mimetic activity of UNCs by monitoring peroxide levels using UV-visible spectrophotometry. In presence of 100 mM UNC, concentration of hydrogen peroxide reduced with time (see supporting information, Fig. 4Sw ). From this observation, it is evident that UNCs have redox activity similar to CNPs.
To examine the imaging capabilities of UNCs in a biological model for the first time, we exposed the cells (human umbilical vein endothelial cell; HUVEC and human lung fibroblasts cell line; WI-38) in cultured monolayers to varying doses of UNCs, and observed a concentration-dependent increase in visible light emission. Fig. 2 shows UNC treated cells upon excitation with a 975 nm light with a 4 ns pulse rate, 10 Hz pulse repeat rate and a pump power of 170 mW (detailed protocol in supplementary informationw). Although UNCs have a visible emission, the important step towards the biomedical application is to assess the biocompatability. For these studies we chose primary (HUVEC) as well secondary cell line (WI-38). We assessed toxicity by the metabolic reduction of a tetrazolium dye (MTT) and by the release of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) (see supplementary information for detailsw).
No significant toxicity was observed in WI-38 cells with UNCs (up to 1000 mM). Some toxicity was observed in HUVECs in a dose dependent manner when viability was determined by MTT assay, however no significant release of LDH occurred, suggesting the material caused a decrease in cellular metabolic rate without lysis of the cell membrane (Fig. 3) .
In order to investigate the therapeutic application of UNC on cancer cells in vitro, lung cancer cells (CRL-5803) were cultured for 24 h and then the media was aspirated and replaced with fresh media containing various nanoparticle concentrations (0, 0.01 nM, 0.1 nM, 1 nM, 10 nM, 100 nM). Post 24 h treatment cell proliferation determined by the Cell Titer-Glo s Luminescent Cell Viability and Proliferation Assay (Promega; Madison, WI) and activation of apoptosis was determined by measuring the activation of caspase-3/7 via the Caspase-Glo s 3/7 Assay (Promega; Madison, WI). In the case of CRL-5803, proliferation of cancerous lung cells decreased by 33.7% (p o 0.0001) when exposed to 100 nM of UNC (Fig. 4a) . To determine if this decrease in cell proliferation and viability was due to an increase in the activation of apoptosis, caspase-3/7 activity was measured. Caspase-3/7 activity increased by 56.6% (p = 0.012) when exposed to 100 nM UNC (Fig. 4b) . Therefore, under in vitro cell culture conditions, the cellular interactions of UNCs differ between normal versus tumor cells and can be attributed to the differences in cell metabolism as well as cell structure. 22 The mechanism of decrease in cell proliferation and induction of apoptosis in cancerous cells by UNCs is currently under investigation however, redox active CNPs 16 may induce apoptosis by producing reactive oxygen species and oxidative stress. Similar studies on TiO 2 nanoparticles have shown that they demonstrate cancer killing activity through ROS generation or surface interaction with cells. 23, 24 In this study, we have demonstrated that co-doped cerium oxide nanoparticles exhibit a unique promising platform for in vivo optical-based diagnostic imaging and therapeutic agents. Nanoparticles are shown to be biocompatible using MTT and LDH assays with both primary and secondary cell lines. UNCs interact in a cell specific manner preventing cancer cell proliferation by inducing apoptosis, which can have a far reaching impact in future cancer research. Use of non toxic upconverter oxide nanoparticles for imaging and therapeutic application is a novel platform technology. Tailoring the size, shape and surface can help in optimizing the clinical dosage and material property and will be discussed in future communications.
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Notes and references Fig. 4 (a) Cell viability of cancerous lung cells (CRL-5803) and (b) caspase 3/7 activation in cancer cells with respect to UNC concentration, at 100 nM the viability of cancer cells decreased and the data shown are mean AE SD. Significant differences indicated by * with a p value of o0.0001 and 0.012 for a and b, respectively.
